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If one knows the statistics the reality is that around 160,000 people die on a daily 
basis. Some people die because their lungs are filled with cancerous cigarette 
tar. Others die naturally. Quite a number of people dying also die because of car 
accidents, drunkenness, and of course, violence and slavery. 
 
There are places in Africa where people are cut into pieces daily by their own 
racial compatriots. After constantly spamming of this meme, the power of it to 
matter has been reduced. People nowadays take it for granted. 
 
There are people in India who are sacrificed in some cultistic kabbalistic 
practices by people who are sick and superstitious. Their deaths do not matter. 
 
There are people in Europe who just woke up to go to their job and got gutted by 
a Muslim out of pure hatred. That is, if they were not raped and abused before 
their death. Some of these victims are also young innocent children. 
 
Thousands of the people dying are also the result of experimentation, work 
slavery, and all other sorts of disturbing incidents that can be boiled down to the 
morality of how this world is built. 
 
Many of these thousands also commit suicide, especially in the West, because of 
lack of support, lack of spirituality, impoverishment, or drugs. Streets are filled 
everyday all over the world with hundreds and thousands of people who died due 
to drug abuse, alone and isolated in a corner, forgotten completely by anyone in 
the world. 
 
Yesterday, on October 27, the israeli Armed forces killed 5 Palestinians simply 
because they protested, what is basically, israel’s genocidal policy against these 
people, for whole decades. These things are not even war crimes, they are way 
lower. People once more just carried their dead compatriots - another daily thing 
in Israel. They systematically kill many Palestinians in rogue warfare and do all 
sorts of experimentation on them, but the death of these people 'does not matter'. 
 
Probably on October 26 there died some more Palestinians. It's a daily reality for 
them. Plus, we will never know how many are abducted, tortured, or killed in 
rogue mode. Because there are no news agencies covering what is going on in 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=49564#p49564


these regions. Unless a Palestinian throws a rock at a tank, which is a criminal 
offense that needs to equal death, according to Israeli mindset. 
 
This day today 25,000 kids will die from malnutrition. Really, who cares? Did 
BBC or CBS cover anything? Are these kids the children of the owner of CCN, 
BBC or CBS? No. Are they jewish? No. 
 
So well their deaths have to just become a meme for when the jews preach their 
globalist doctrine and nothing else. The system values the deaths of these 
people to no propaganda value. 
 
The jews due to their lifestyle do not have to suffer any of this. For one, they own 
the Tobacco companies, so they do not smoke. They promote alcoholism, and 
they do not drink. As for the crimelords and mafias, Pablo Escobar was a typical 
example of a jew who has poisoned this planet just for personal gain. They live 
happily and safely in civilizations that they constantly betray, and onto which, 
they push reverse morality on so that people commit suicide when they follow it. 
They live in the best and richest areas of the world, heavily guarded by police 
and always protected, while others do die in the slums. Jews are most of the time 
exempt from taxes, protected by the law, and can get away with anything just by 
accusing their enemies of racism or antisemitism. No matter what happens in this 
world, they are never 'responsible' for anything, and if anyone even remotely 
suspects anything like that, they just brand them an anti-Semite and so forth. 
 
A typical example of how you can escape federal crimes just because you're a 
jew is Joe Bernstein (A Buzzfeed journalist) wrote in his twitter "Kill a straight 
white man on your way to work today" on Twitter. 
 
https://web.archive.org/web/20190615173733/https://medium.com/@jonathanloc
kwood/kill-a-white-man-bernsteins-racist-homophobic-tweets-attack-whites-
candace-owens-says-5c727f47f6d8 
 
Nothing happened to him for this comment. Perfectly acceptable. It's not like he 
is espousing murder to possibly hundreds of thousands of readers. After all, this 
is democratic and kosher approved of a comment. And it's about White people. 
So, it doesn't really matter. 
 
All races on this planet, by their own racial people or others, have undergone 
slavery, oppression, and death. Most of the time, all races did commit it to their 
own people, rather than anyone else or some other race. There have been 
cataclysmic wars and inconceivable abuse on this planet, going back to 
centuries, by the specimen of a race attacking their own people. Some people 
blame the jews for this in particular in the West, as by some huge coincidence, 



the merchant class of jews in the 14th century owned the whole of Europe 
through banking houses by the 15th century and after the wars of the middle 
ages. But this has to be another conspiracy... 
 
But we know nothing of these incidents. We know for example some things like 
Native America, but we are never told of what Genghis Khan did in Europe. 
Nobody knows of the Armenian or the Greek genocide. We are never told that 
when Whites went in Africa the default was a system of extreme brutality, where 
some races of black people were running around just to save themselves from 
unending tribal warfare. For an example today, the greatest and most systematic 
genocide is taking place against Palestinian people, and other people in Syria in 
the Middle East. But nobody cares. The millions of deaths of these people do not 
matter. 
 
And it's pretty clear why every time a jew is as far as scratched, all media just 
rant and rave about it. Not only this, but the death of a single or a couple of jews, 
by what is otherwise a constant for all other people, is trying to be made into a 
catalyst to completely change, malform, and destroy whole countries, their 
constitutions and laws. People die every day, for numerous reasons. Everyday 
tens and hundreds of people in the US just lose their lives out of brainless Black 
brutality, and double the amount of these Black people get assaulted by their 
own. 
 
25000 children die every day of poverty from not having to eat a loaf of bread. 
160,000 people die every day from serious moral and civilization problems. 
 
Out of all the people today that died of rape, malnutrition, massacres in the 
middle of some jungle, or poisoning that parades as 'daily life', only the death of 
the important people will be picked to be made a fuss about. 
 
The jews. 
 
However if anything even by coincidence befalls the jews, everyone has to be 
told about it, consistently. Everyone is responsible for this if they dislike the jews, 
or better yet, if they do not CARE about the jews, they are liable of anti-Semitism. 
For the hundreds of millions who perish every year in what appears as 
systematic poisoning and warfare, nobody cares. There are not many news 
articles about these things. Our TV's won't be spamming the events 24/7 for the 
next 70 years. 
 
And why is this the case? The morality behind this is simple: "One million Arabs 
are not worth a Jewish fingernail," Rabbi Yaacov Perrin said in a eulogy." 
[Source below] So just imagine 160,000 people dying everyday is not even worth 



a jewish fingernail. 
 
If it was worth a jewish fingernail, we would know about it, and be told about it 
until the end of time. 
 
You can hate Asians and nobody will tell you anything bizarre about this. You 
can hate Latinos with some loose judgment. 
You can hate Blacks similarly with some loose judgment. 
 
You can hate Whites and be given a free house, a place in THEIR country to 
hate them directly, a free pass to commit criminality with legal judgment, and 
being rewarded for it for your whole life on top of it and praised as a hero of the 
brave new multicultural world. 
 
The problem, as Rabbi Yaacov Perrin stated, is when jews break their 
fingernails, which are worth 1,000,000 of Goyim in number. If a jew breaks a 
fingernail, we have to be told about it until the end of time. 
 
The world cannot take the breaking of a jewish fingernail. But we can readily take 
the deaths of hundreds of millions of others every couple of years or so. 
 
Source: 
 
https://web.archive.org/web/20120426205012/https://www.nytimes.com/1994/02/
28/world/west-bank-massacre-israel-orders-tough-measures-against-militant-
settlers.html 
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